Abstract. The continual improvement in computer performance together with the prevalence of high-speed network connections having high throughput and moderate latencies enables the deployment of multimedia applications, such as collaborative virtual environments, over wide area networks (WANs). These applications can serve as simulated environments in scenarios such as emergency response training to catastrophic disasters, military training, and entertainment. Many of these systems use 3D graphics for display and may be required to distribute geometric models on demand between participants. Progressive meshes provide an attractive mechanism for such distribution. Previous uses of progressive meshes have sent data using reliable protocols (TCP). However, such protocols have disadvantages in on-demand settings, in that they: (1) use flow control, which limits performance in WANs; (2) add additional bandwidth when there is loss; (3) treat all loss as an indication of congestion; and (4) require feature-rich multicast support, which is not always available. In this paper, we modify progressive mesh models to allow reconstruction even in the event of packet loss. We use these modifications in two transmission schemes, a hybrid transmission that uses TCP and UDP to send packets and a forward error correction transmission scheme that uses redundancy to decode the information sent. We assess the performance of these transmission schemes when deployed on network testbeds that simulate wide area and wireless characteristics.
Introduction
As the Internet expands, demand is growing for interactive multimedia applications, from games such as Everquest (http://everquest.station.sony.com) to collaborative virtual environments and purely Web-based Correspondence to: Bobby Bodenheimer (e-mail: bobbyb@vuse.vanderbilt.edu) applications. Such applications use high-resolution 3D meshes to embed participants in virtual environments. The growing demand for these data-intensive meshes introduces new challenges for storage and transmission. There are two traditional methods for obtaining high-resolution 3D meshes in these applications: (1) use a client-server model and assume the client already has the model; (2) wait for the model to be downloaded over the Internet.
Both methods have drawbacks. The traditional clientserver model that assumes all the models are local is appropriate for such applications as games 1 where models never change but is less appropriate for distributed applications where new models may be created by users and incorporated into the environment in real time. Likewise, downloading may be appropriate in some scenarios, but even if the data are compressed, the transmission of a complex model can involve unacceptable delays. For example, online video games typically use the first method to obtain game 3D geometry because smooth navigation and increased user satisfaction result when there are no delays in rendering caused by not having the model.
Geometric data for multimedia applications is usually stored and transmitted as a complex of polygons (typically triangles) with shared vertices. These complexes are known as polygonal (triangular) meshes. An example of a geometric object constructed from a triangular mesh is shown in Fig. 1 , which is a model of a Cessna airplane and is fully described in Sect. 5 . Accompanying the vertex data in the mesh is often additional information such as shading parameters and normal information that help render the geometric data. Although triangular meshes are the de facto standard for computer graphics, they possess disadvantages, the most notable of which is the number of triangles required to render a high-quality image of an object.
Hoppe [19] proposed progressive meshes (PMs) as an initial solution for the transmission of geometric data over data networks. In this method, the server initially sends coarse shape information to a client that can be reconstructed and rendered very quickly. This coarse shape information is called the base mesh. Then increasing detail in the model is transmit- ted to the client, allowing the client to progressively refine the initial model into the full resolution model. If, for example, the object is initially far away, then a user cannot perceive the loss of detail in the model caused by rendering the initial model. More generally, the user is able to see and interact with the coarse model immediately, and thus the delay while the model is being refined is not as perceptually disturbing as delay in the action while the model is fully downloaded. In its basic form, progressive transmission does not reduce the amount of data that need to be transmitted, but it orders the data from most important to least important. The PM technique was not intended to be robust to random losses occurring in the transmission channel. As a result, encoding a 3D geometry using the PM scheme and transmitting the file over a lossy network such as the Internet using UDP or Multicast will result in data that cannot be reconstructed into the original form. Previous papers have been more concerned with the efficiency of the compression technique than robustness to packet loss.
Various authors [29, 38, 25] have combined meshcompression techniques with progressive transmission to reduce the amount of data that need to be sent. Typically, there is a tradeoff between compression ratio and the fragility of the compressed mesh. For example, if even one packet is lost in a highly compressed mesh, then the entire geometry may not be reconstructible from what remains. This fragility mandates the use of a reliable transmission method, and the common protocol for such transmission is TCP, which is generally error free. TCP has four disadvantages in the multimedia setting: it (1) uses flow control, (2) increases bandwidth, (3) treats all loss as congestion, and (4) requires feature-rich multicast.
TCP's flow control was designed to avoid senders that send data faster than the application at the receiver can handle the data [33] . In the case of 3D geometry over WANs, it is unlikely that the sender will send faster than the receiver can receive. However, if the network latency is large, the overall throughput will be decreased because the server does not know if there is any available space for the receiver to receive the next packet.
When packet loss occurs, TCP requires retransmission of lost segments. The retransmission increases the number of packets sent over the link. If the loss was caused by congestion, this retransmission increases the congestion problem in the network.
Many network endpoints are attached to networks using wireless connections. These connections have advanced error correction mechanisms, yet they are unable to catch all errors that may occur when transmitting a packet over a wireless network. Endpoints will notice these lost packets and assume that congestion exists in the network. The sender will then halve the rate at which it sends data.
In many collaborative virtual environments [26, 16] , a single sender sends data to multiple recipients over the Internet Multicast Backbone (MBONE) [9] . This technique allows a host to scalably transfer information to multiple recipients. However, multicast communication often does not support reliable communication because of the complex and prohibitive cost associated with developing such transport.
One way to improve the performance of the transmission of PMs is to use an unreliable protocol that will not face the same limitations described above. However, alternative transmission protocols such as UDP are unacceptable because they may not deliver all packets to the receiver. In this paper, we consider different mechanisms that can be used to transmit PMs using unreliable channels.
In prior work, we demonstrated that using an unreliable channel can improve transmission times by as much as 40% with a negligible drop in visual quality [12] and we investigated mechanisms to improve handling of lost packets in the PM representation [11] . In this work, we add an additional transmission scheme that makes use of forward error correction to transmit portions of the mesh and we perform analysis of both previous and new transmission methods across wireless networks. We perform additional analyses to determine how much of the performance degradation is caused by congestion control in these networks. We find that the use of unreliable data transport mechanisms can improve transmission times across WANs and/or networks with wireless segments and decrease the variability of 3D geometry transmission.
The paper is organized in the following manner. In Sect. 2 we review prior work in this area and place our work in context. Section 3.1 details the modifications to the basic PM scheme needed when data loss can occur. Section 3.2 discusses our hybrid transmission protocol and the forward error correction codes we use. Section 4 discusses the experimental setup used to conduct our tests and provides details of the experiments we ran. Section 5 presents the results of actual transmission experiments over a lossy network with an accompanying analysis. Finally, in Sect. 6 we discuss our findings and future work we intend to investigate.
Background
Our work evaluates two methods for transmitting 3D geometric meshes. We take advantage of the underlying data being sent to improve both transmission and tolerate the loss of packets with a slight degradation in geometric quality. In this section, we present a brief overview of the bulk transmission and the progressive mesh representation, which we modify to add tolerance for packet losses.
Transfer of bulk data
Many papers have explored how to reliably send data through unreliable networks [33, 18, 15, 37] . Essentially, there are two approaches: automatic repeat-request (ARQ) and forward error correction. In ARQ, one adds additional information to packets such that the sender and receiver can determine if packets have been lost and the receiver can request a retransmission of any lost data. The drawbacks of using an ARQ protocol are that it increases the time of transmission of data and does not scale for use in multicast transmissions.
Recent work [14, 22, 24] has looked at modifications of TCP, a common ARQ protocol used to reliably transmit data over the Internet, to improve the transfer of bulk data with large transmission windows. In particular, these schemes modify TCP's additive increase, multiplicative decrease (AIMD) algorithm to increase the congestion window more aggressively and decrease it less drastically when the congestion window is large. We take a different approach: we assume that some packets can be lost and therefore do not need to be transmitted. In some ways, our work is orthogonal to the above work in that their techniques could be added to control the send rate of our UDP transmitted packets.
In forward error correction (FEC) methods, one adds redundant information to packets such that the receiving application can reconstruct lost packets from data contained in other packets that this application has already received. The primary disadvantage of FEC is the addition of redundant data in the transmission.
The FEC codes used in our work are the Vandermondebased Reed-Solomon codes [36] . Byers et al. developed Tornado Codes [8] , an FEC technique that provides a faster encoding and decoding speed. Byers et al. applied Tornado Codes to enable efficient reliable distribution of bulk data. Their work differs from ours in that they employ the same protection of all data, they assume a different model of transmission, and they do not use information about the underlying data being transmitted.
Multimedia transmission research [31, 34] has considered techniques that dynamically adjust the amount of information encoded in the multimedia stream to meet the bandwidth available between the sender and the receiver. In many cases, these schemes cannot afford to drop packets or use forward error correction mechanisms. This approach differs from the transmission of 3D geometric information that we study in this paper. Alternative research in multimedia delivery systems has explored the use of transmission over partially ordered transport protocols [13] and the increased use of buffers for supporting long-lived multimedia streams [2] .
Additional research has investigated the question of whether one can guarantee the quality of network transmissions. Guaranteed quality has an obvious and important impact on mesh transmission. Specific work includes integrated and differentiated services [39, 7, 6] within the Internet. These proposals provide mechanisms that could be used to control the number of packets lost in the network. As a result, the use of these mechanisms could eliminate concerns about lost packets. Unfortunately, deployment and use of integrated or differentiated services is not currently available.
Progressive mesh transmission
The PM scheme was devised by Hoppe in [19, 21] , and we have implemented the basic versions without the modifications of later work, e.g., [20, 32] . The PM representation of a mesh M is stored as a coarse mesh M 0 and a sequence of n detail records called vertex splits. These vertex splits indicate how to incrementally refine M 0 so that after the n vertex splits have been processed, the original mesh M is recovered.¨© A vertex split is a basic transformation that adds a vertex to the mesh. The basic progressive mesh scheme is implemented, but for the purposes of this paper, a vertex split does not contain normal, texture, or material information. This simplification is conservative in that the loss of a packet containing only vertex splits will be more damaging to visual fidelity than a packet containing vertex splits and additional information. Each vertex split is a 30-byte quantity consisting of a face index, f lclw, an index vs index (0 ≤ vs index ≤ 2), an encoding vlr rot, and two vertex position deltas, vad l and vad s . In our experiments, these vertex splits are packed into 1400-byte packets. Thus, each packet contains roughly 46 vertex splits. Other techniques exist for mesh decomposition with an eye toward robust transmission. A more complicated scheme involving decomposing a mesh into a set of overlapping ellipsoids and point sampling the shape has been proposed by Bischoff and Kobbelt [5] . Chen and Nishita [10] have constructed a streaming mesh format for progressive transmission with quality of service (QoS) control. This QoS control gives them advantages in anticipating network congestion, but their transmission technique is still built upon TCP and suffers the drawbacks of it. Using forward error correction for compressed progressive meshes [29] has been investigated by Al-Regib and Altunbasak [1] . Conceptually, this work is similar to our own. However, Al-Regib and Altunbasak consider the mesh as being decomposed a priori into discrete levels of detail. If the bit stream of one of these levels of detail is lost, there is an amount of distortion introduced into the rendered mesh corresponding to these levels of detail. Our method, in contrast, is more opportunistic in that it may lose more data but renders what it can at a finer granularity, determined by the amount of data lost. An additional difference is that we have tested our method on a WAN with simulated background traffic, whereas their results come entirely from simulations.
In the context of progressive transmission much of the work has focused on methods for better compression of geometric data rather than on robust transmission [38, 29, 25, 3, 17] . These techniques are complementary to our own in that they could fit within the techniques proposed here to achieve higher transmission rates.
Unreliable channel distribution
Careful modification of the PM method described above can make the PM representation tolerant of lost packets. Improving the robustness allows the use of unreliable transmission mechanisms. In this section, we discuss changes we made to the PM representation to handle loss. We follow this presentation with a description of a hybrid transmission scheme and a forward error correction scheme that make use of the fact that packet loss can be tolerated when the receiving application attempts to reconstruct the original 3D geometry.
PM extensions to handle loss
When the transmission channel is lossy, vertex splits will be lost when packets are lost. As a result, the geometry of the reconstructed model can be corrupted. This corruption most often takes the form of surface self-intersection, i.e., parts of the surface intersecting with the surface itself. The selfintersections destroy the manifold property that the surfaces in the original model have and create visual artifacts in the reconstructed models, as shown in Fig. 3a . This figure shows a standard 3D model called "the happy Buddha," the details of which are described in Sect. 5. We now discuss how lost vertex splits cause self-intersections to occur and describe modifications to the PM data structure that improve the situation. These changes to the PM data structure do not increase the size of the information associated with each vertex split.
First, in addition to a packet containing only vertex split information, each packet contains a 4-byte header that stores the index number of the first face of the mesh that will be introduced by the first vertex split in this packet. The client renderer uses this number as a "poor man's" error correction to give faces generated by vertex splits after lost packets their index number in the full resolution mesh. This process is done so that future splits whose face index, f lclw, references these faces can find them. This header is a monotonically increasing number and can also be used to detect out-of-order packets.
One cause of self-intersection is that the vs index field in a vertex split record is the relative numerical order of the index value of the split vertex v s among the three vertices on f lclw (Fig. 2) . When vertex splits are lost, the index values of the vertices on f lclw may become different from what they were when the progressive mesh was generated. Thus, the ordering of the vertices may be wrong. This change of ordering may cause the PM reconstruction to find the wrong v s , which results in geometric corruption. For example, in The PM data do not store how the three vertices of a face to be reconstructed were ordered in the vertex list of the face in the original model. Therefore, the ordering of vertices in the vertex list of a face in the reconstructed model may be different from that in the original model. This fact is part of the reason why the vs index was defined as a relative order of index value rather than the absolute placement of v s in the vertex list of f lclw. To alleviate this problem, a second pass over the PM data is made that replaces each relative vs index with the absolute placement of v s at the time of the vertex split. The time the second pass takes is negligible compared with the time to generate the PM. When this change is incorporated, a significant number of self-intersections can be eliminated, as shown in Fig. 3b .
The vlr rot field in a vertex split record can also cause self-intersections to occur. The vlr rot field, as originally defined, is the number of clockwise rotations from v l to v r about v s . When vertex splits are lost, the number of rotations from v l to v r may be different from what it was in its original context, or v r may not exist at all. This difference can cause the reconstruction program to pick the wrong v r , resulting in geometric corruption as shown in Fig. 5 . To help the reconstruction program detect this case without changing the size of the PM data structure, we modify the vlr rot field. Instead of using 16 bits for the vlr rot field, we use 8 bits, and use the remaining 8 bits to encode a quantity called cycle size. splits whose cycle size does not match those in the partially reconstructed meshes. When this change is incorporated, more self-intersections can be eliminated, as shown in Fig. 3c. 
Transmission schemes
The progressive mesh format creates an alternative representation of the 3D geometry. One significant advantage of this representation is that some packets containing mesh data are more important than other packets. An example of this difference in packet priority appears in Fig. 6 . This figure compares the Hausdorff distance [23] between the original 3D model and a model derived by performing a subset of the vertex splits on the base model. We calculate the surface deviation using the algorithm described in Aspert et al. [4] . Notice in the graph that the initial splits provide significant improvements in the Hausdorff metric, while later splits provide decreasing benefits.
Hybrid transmission
Our hybrid technique leverages the inherent differences in the effect that vertex splits have on the resulting visual accuracy of the reconstructed mesh. Thus, in this scheme, we begin by transmitting data using the TCP protocol. Partway through the transmission, the hybrid sender closes the TCP connection and transmits the remaining data using UDP. The sender can thus reliably transfer the base mesh and some of the initial splits and then use a more aggressive technique to transfer less important splits. TCP controls the rate that packets are sent to maintain flow control and minimize congestion. As a result, TCP does not provide the end user control of the sending rate. When we consider using UDP for transmission of data, the end user has significant influence over the send rate. Therefore, our application must carefully select the send rate. If the send rate exceeds the capacity of the channel, we will increase the number of packets lost. However, if we decrease the send rate, we will not lose any packets, but the transfer of information will take much longer than a TCP connection might take. We experimentally determine UDP send rates to use in applications.
An issue of concern in implementing this idea is that the sender can begin sending UDP data to the receiver while the receiver is still reading data from the TCP connection. This behavior causes a problem since the initial data will fill up the operating system's buffer for incoming network data and start dropping UDP packets that arrive. Therefore, in the hybrid protocol the sender waits for the receiver to close the connection before it starts to send the UDP data. This delay guarantees that the underlying TCP stack will have successfully transmitted all data.
FEC transmission
Initial experimental experience with the hybrid transmission scheme indicated that even transmitting the base model of the mesh using TCP creates significant delays and variability in model transmission during network congestion. An alternative is to send the entire geometric model using only UDP. However, this alternative alone would be disastrous when transmitting over an unreliable channel because the loss of any packets in the base mesh results in an inability to reconstruct the mesh. To remedy this drawback, we use forward error correction (FEC) to encode redundant information into the transmission of some of the packets sent to the destination.
We split the data to be sent into two segments. The first segment consists of the base mesh of the PM representation of the model being sent plus a percentage of the vertex splits, and the second consists of the remaining vertex splits. We use FEC codes to transmit the first segment of the data. Specifically, we use an erasure code based on Vandermonde matrices [36] . The encoding allows us to encode k packets as n packets where n > k. As long as we receive at least k of the n encoded packets, we can reconstruct the initial data sent. Importantly, in the encoding that we use, the first k of the n encoded packets are identical to the original data. This means that even if we receive less than k packets, we can still reconstruct some of the packets sent, but we will have lost some information.
In our prototype application, we must decide on the values of k and n to use in the transmission of protected data. We could set k equal to the size of the base mesh plus all protected vertex splits. However, this would require the solution of a large matrix equation before sending the data. This matrix solution would add significantly to the time to transmit, and in many multimedia applications it would be unreasonable to assume we could precompute these values. Therefore, we chose k to be 16 packets. We experimentally determined the amount of protection, the value of n, needed to reliably transmit the k original data packets. For our experiments we assume that we can use a priori measurements to determine the necessary protection required to transmit the mesh. This is a reasonable assumption for wireless networks. Loss characteristics for a wireless network will remain constant as long as wireless receivers and transmitters do not move to new locations. A priori measurements are unreasonable for WANs, which have fluctuating performance. We will consider better methods to determine n for WANs in future research. Although it is unreasonable to assume an application could use this mechanism to determine n, our results can be used to determine whether FEC transmission schemes have the potential to improve the performance of the bulk transmission of 3D geometry.
Like the hybrid transmission scheme, the application has control over how fast to send information using UDP. The UDP send rate affects the number of dropped packets because higher transmission speeds increase the congestion on the network. A faster send rate will therefore require a larger value of n to guarantee enough packets are received to reconstruct the sent set of k packets.
Experimental design
This section describes the design of an experimental testbed to explore the use of TCP and several hybrid protocols (TCP/UDP) to transmit 3D geometries of two different models across a congested network. We use a network testbed that allows us to simulate the network behavior of congested links. The testbed consists of a bridge machine and four hosts used to generate background noise traffic across the bridge. Figure 7 shows the setup of our testbed. Our test environment consists of two user machines (PSnd, PRcv), four background load machines (NSnd 1 , NRcv 1 , NSnd 2 , NRcv 2 ), one bridge machine (BRG), and two 100-Mbps switches (SW 1 , SW 2 ). The bridge runs the FreeBSD operating system, and its kernel is compiled with options Bridge, Dummynet, HZ = 1000, and NMBCLUSTERS = 10,000. The Bridge and Dummynet options allow the use of this machine to simulate WAN characteristics for packets sent between SW 1 and SW 2 . The HZ option improves the resolution of the operating system's timer. The NMBCLUSTERS option is set to prevent the kernel from running out of mbuf clusters.
Testbed setup
The Linux TCP send and receive buffers are initially allocated 16 KB and 85 KB of space, respectively. During the course of transmission, the Linux kernel automatically adjusts the send buffer size between a minimum of 4 KB and a maximum of 128 KB, and the receive buffer size between 4 KB and 170 KB, based on actual needs.
As shown in Fig. 7 , PSnd, NSnd 1 , and NRcv 2 are connected with SW 1 . PRcv, NRcv 1 , and NSnd 2 are connected with SW 2 . The bridge routes packets between SW 1 and SW 2 .
Simulated WAN
The setup described above simulates a WAN. The WAN is simulated since it provides an environment in which repeatable experiments can be conducted. If our experiments were conducted over a true WAN, two different experiments could have significantly different amounts of packet loss and queuing delays. An alternative approach would be to use a model to analytically evaluate the performance of different transmission methods. The analytic technique suffers from the disadvantage that many network models fail to adequately capture the underlying characteristics of real networks and the interactions of complex protocols such as TCP.
Dummynet [35] provides a standard implementation for simulating WANs. It allows users to create pipes of communication with specified bandwidth limits and propagation delays. These pipes are defined by matching header information such as source and destination IP addresses.
In all experiments, Dummynet limits the bandwidth and adds propagation delays to packets sent between switches SW 1 and SW 2 . Specifically, we create two pipes, each with a bandwidth limit of 50 Mbps and a 25-ms propagation delay. The traffic from PSnd, NSnd 1 , and NRcv 2 shares one pipe and the traffic from PRcv, NRcv 1 , and NSnd 2 shares the other. Two pipes are necessary to simulate the outbound and inbound bandwidth between the sender and receiver. If the noise generated is not greater than the channel capacity, then packets will not be lost on the simulated network. In other words, a congested network requires more data to be sent than there is channel capacity available.
Our simulated WAN exhibited some of the same behaviors as actual WANs. In particular, by creating a bridge with a limited bandwidth, it simulates a bottleneck router on the Internet. We observed periods of burst periods where multiple packets were lost in a row similar to the behavior of actual WANs. The propagation delays used in our simulation were derived from network propagation times sampled from the Internet.
Simulated wireless network
Wireless networks transmit packets using radio signals. These signals are vulnerable to noise and other errors in transmission that may cause packet loss. Typical packet error rates are 2-3% [27] in a wireless LAN.
We experimentally verified the loss rates found by Nguyen [27] by using a wireless computer and sending packets every second to measure the loss rate. Distance from the base station and topology of the building had effects on the loss rate. We saw loss rates from 1-5%.
We simulated a wireless network by using Dummynet and setting the bandwidth and percentage loss rate for the link. This results in random losses rather than the bursts of losses created when the WAN was simulated. There was no crosstraffic when experiments were run on a simulated wireless network.
Background load
The background load generator consists of two UDP components, a sender and a receiver. The background load generator simulates the network characteristics of a large number of external applications, communicating over a shared data link. Previous research has established that the time between packets arriving at a router matches a Pareto distribution [30] . This distribution is heavy-tailed in that most of the interarrival times are small, but there are periods of significant delay. The Pareto distribution creates self-similar behavior in the network, i.e., there are time-scale-independent bursts of packet activity.
Each of the two pairs of background load machines has a noise sender and a noise receiver. The noise sender sends UDP packets of size 1400 bytes to the noise receiver, sleeping for a random amount of time before sending the next packet. The random time it waits follows a Pareto distribution, which favors shorter wait times. This effect causes the packets to have a higher probability of being sent in bursts than being evenly spaced.
Experimental results
The network testbed described in the previous section provided a platform that can evaluate the performance of 3D geometric model transmission. While considering PM transmission we focused on several questions about the different schemes: In the rest of this section, we will answer these questions. We report results for two models, the "happy Buddha" and a model of a Cessna airplane. The Buddha model contains 1.08M faces in its full model and 1998 faces in its base mesh. The Cessna model has 13,546 faces in its full model and 338 in its base mesh. Experiments involving the Buddha model consist of six runs of the experiment. Experiments involving the Cessna model consist of ten runs of the experiment. The results are discussed in terms of the average values across a set of runs. Some experiments timed out, i.e., they did not complete, so the average is the average of the experiments that completed in under 200 s. In the experiments, we measure the time taken to transmit the progressive mesh, the actual number of vertex splits received by the receiver, and the number of faces in the final mesh reconstructed by the receiver. The number of faces is important because some of the vertex splits that arrive may be unusable because of a previously dropped packet. We also compute the Hausdorff distance from the reconstructed meshes to the original full mesh. Finally, the suite of experiments was run using different send rates for the UDP portion of the model transmission. 
Performance of transmission schemes
The primary method for measuring performance for mesh transmission in a multimedia system is the time to transfer the geometric model. If too much time is required, the application will not have the model sufficiently soon enough to render the model when needed. In this section, we evaluate the hybrid and FEC schemes and contrast them with the performance of a TCP transmission. Figure 8 shows these measurements for the hybrid transmission scheme. The graph displays results when TCP was used to transfer the base mesh and 0, 12.5, 25, 50, and 100% of the vertex splits. In these figures, the UDP send rate was 11.777 Mbps. This send rate was chosen because it provides a good tradeoff between performance and visual quality of the final mesh. Observe that the lines in the graph have different lengths, because some experiment runs at a given noise level may have timed out. The important result in Fig. 8 is that using TCP solely to transmit the Buddha model takes longer than the hybrid transmission schemes. Moreover, as the percentage of packets sent by TCP decreases, the transmission time improves for all given levels of noise.
The time of transmission for the 0% TCP fluctuates significantly when the background noise applications consume more than 110% of the capacity. Only a single run completed at 100% noise, which is why that value is noticeably outside the curve. The fluctuation is caused entirely by the base mesh that was sent via TCP. This result should not be surprising because experiments [28] have found that when loss rates exceed 10%, TCP communication may incur significant delays and may fail.
Using TCP takes longer because of flow control, increased use of bandwidth, and congestion control. The longer latency between sender and receiver combined with the 64-KB maximum receive window places a maximum on achieved throughput. In this case, the theoretical limit is 10.486 Mbps, which means the fastest the Buddha model can be transmitted is 12.476 s. TCP's reliability means lost packets will require retransmission by TCP that will increase the total amount of data Fig. 9 . Average time of transmission of the Buddha model vs. noise in the channel for the FEC transmission scheme transmitted over the link. Congestion control might also play a limiting factor in performance. However, typically congestion control is considered a useful attribute so that the congested link does not suffer congestion collapse.
Variability of transmission
Of particular concern in interactive and multimedia applications is how much jitter, or variance, occurs in transmission times. The lower the variance, the more accurately the application can predict at what time the full model will be available. In this section, we consider the distribution of running times for the hybrid and TCP transmission of geometric models. Table 2 provides information about the mean, standard deviation, minimum, maximum, and median of ten experimental runs, using the same noise and send rates as in Sect. 5.1. In this set of experiments, we waited for completion of all transmissions. Our results show that there is significant variability in just transmitting the base mesh. However, the UDP portion of the transmission occurs with low variability, which is to be expected since the only change in transmission times between packets will be from queuing delays. Furthermore, if a packet is delayed, it will not affect when the next packet is sent.
FEC performance
Using TCP to transmit the base mesh can be a significant component of the transmission time, as shown in the previous section. This variability led us to explore the FEC transmission scheme that eliminates TCP entirely. Figure 9 shows the time to transfer the Buddha model using the FEC scheme. The graph displays lines for varying percentages of the model protected using FEC. The send rate was 11.777 Mbps for all runs. The important result of this experiment is that for high noise levels the FEC scheme significantly decreases the time to send the Buddha model as compared to full TCP or the hybrid transmission scheme (cf. Fig. 8) . Furthermore, all experimental runs completed within 200 s when using the FEC scheme. The time to transmit the Buddha model increases as the capacity of the network used by noise increases because we are using more packets to provide protection from packet loss. However, the benefits provided by the FEC transmission scheme come at the cost of additional bandwidth required to send the full mesh. In the next section, we consider the amount of additional bandwidth required for transmission.
Bandwidth overhead
Transmitting the mesh requires more bandwidth than the actual size of the mesh. The additional bandwidth is required for IP headers, TCP or UDP headers, and application headers. Reliable protocols use additional bandwidth for retransmissions of lost data and acknowledgments of when data arrived. Figure 10 contrasts the overhead of transmitting the mesh with TCP vs. the hybrid transmission scheme where none of the vertex splits are sent via TCP. As the bottleneck link becomes congested, TCP incurs increasing overheads, mostly caused by lost-packet retransmissions. This result is not surprising, but it serves to reinforce the point that alternate forms of robustness should be considered. Figure 11 shows the overhead of the FEC transmission scheme. In particular, we show the worst case where 100% of the vertex splits are transmitted with FEC protection. In this case, protection requires significantly more bandwidth than the TCP or hybrid schemes. However, if only 25% of the vertex 
Considering congestion
One of our concerns regarding the hybrid and FEC schemes was how much of the improvement in transmission speed was due to a lack of congestion control. Congestion control is an important component of the TCP protocol that ensures that multiple TCP flows will share bandwidth over a congested link in a fair manner.
We evaluated the effects of congestion control by modifying the Linux kernel's TCP stack. We modified the kernel to remove the congestion window constraint on whether a packet could be sent. We then used Dummynet to introduce packet loss and measured the throughput with and without congestion control. Dummynet also added a 25-ms delay. Figure 12 shows the results of this experiment. The graph indicates that disabling congestion control does provide some improvement in the transmission speed when packets are lost. However, regardless of whether congestion is enabled, the curves resemble each other. Thus, congestion control is not the primary cause of the decrease in performance. Flow control's limit on performance should not be affected by packet loss on the network. Therefore, we believe that the cost of retransmitting packets that have been lost significantly contribute to the performance degradation of TCP over congested networks. 
Visual accuracy of unreliable transmission
Previous experiments considered time and bandwidth as the measures of performance. However, we could achieve low transmission times and low bandwidth if nothing were sent. For our application, a transmission scheme that may lose packets must trade off performance for visual accuracy. In this section, we consider the visual quality of the Buddha model when transmitted using the hybrid and FEC schemes. Figure 13 illustrates this tradeoff. The figure plots the number of received faces in the reconstructed model for different percentages of TCP transmission. Observe that full TCP reconstructs all faces because it is a reliable protocol. When a portion of the packets is sent using UDP, significant packet loss can occur, and this loss becomes worse as the noise increases. When a packet is lost, all splits described in that packet are lost. Also, splits that are transmitted later may depend on the lost split and therefore end up being discarded. Starting the UDP transmission earlier will result in fewer faces reconstructed. Figure 14 shows the visual quality of the FEC transmission scheme. The results are similar to those of the hybrid transmission scheme because most packets sent with FEC protection will be in the reconstruction. Therefore, loss will occur only for unprotected packets. In Fig. 14 , more results are available because the FEC scheme does not have the TCP time-out problem during the experimental runs.
Not all faces in the Buddha model have an equal effect on the user-perceived quality of the output. Any consideration of visual quality must evaluate the visual representations. Figure 15 shows the visual degradation in the Buddha model for the hybrid transmission scheme. These figures were obtained by transmitting across the network testbed when the crosstalk noise application consumed 98.9% of the channel capacity on average (UDP send rate was 11.777 Mbps). Only the transmission of the model with 0% of the splits sent by TCP appears flawed; therefore using 12.5% would transmit an acceptable model yet require only 28.089 s instead of the full 142.941 s required to send using TCP. Similar results would be found if we looked at the results for the FEC transmission scheme since both schemes have similar numbers of faces in the reconstruction.
How important is the lossy transmission of data using TCP? Figure 16 compares transmitting only the first 12.5% of vertex splits reliably (Fig. 16b) , with the situation where the last 87.5% of vertex splits have been sent using UDP (Fig. 16c) . Using UDP to transmit the remaining vertex splits improves the detail of the mesh significantly. However, the loss of packets means that one does not receive as much detail as the original mesh (Fig. 16a) .
Different geometric models
This experiment addresses whether the transmission scheme performs similarly for different geometric models. We consider the Cessna model, which has fewer faces, as a contrast. The Cessna model should take significantly less time to transmit. When using lossy transmission schemes, loss may have a more significant effect on the visual results. Figure 17 shows the average transmission time for the Cessna model when using the hybrid transmission scheme. Figure 18 shows the number of faces in the reconstructed model for the same experiment. These results are similar to the results found for the Buddha model. However, there is considerably more variance in the results. This variance is largely due to the significantly smaller number of TCP packets transmitted, because the Cessna model is roughly two orders of magnitude smaller than the Buddha model. As a result, the base mesh for the Cessna model consists of only three or four packets. Therefore, if the initial SYN request is lost, the results can be significantly skewed.
Linux TCP implementation significantly increases the packet time-out value if one of the SYN packets is lost. Thus, when an additional packet is lost during transmission, a long timeout occurs (on the order of 5 to 15 s) that significantly affects the results. If the initial packet is not lost, the time-out will only be on the order of 400 ms. Note that we do not count the connection setup time in our results; therefore, our results do not include the SYN time-outs.
The results for the FEC transmission scheme appear in Figs. 19 and 20 . The significant difference is that, since TCP is not used in this situation, the initial fluctuation and increased transmission time do not occur. The number of reconstructed faces is similar to that for the hybrid transmission scheme. 
Wireless: visual accuracy
Since we envisioned using the transmission schemes described in this paper for a variety of networked topologies, we need to consider how alternative network conditions will affect the transmission schemes. In this section, we configured the experimental testbed to behave similarly to wireless networks. In particular, the round-trip time between sender and receiver will be significantly decreased, and instead of packet loss occurring in bursts, it will be uniformly distributed.
The difference in loss distributions may cause significant differences in the ability to reconstruct the mesh. We first consider the visual quality of the reconstructed meshes when sent over the emulated wireless network. These experiments are run without network crosstalk with an assumption that the bandwidth supported by the network is 11.000 Mbps. Figure 21 shows results when using the hybrid transmission schemes. We use a send rate of 10. 92% of the available bandwidth over the wireless link. The results are similar to those for WANs, with slightly greater faces reconstructed. As long as 12.5% or more of the vertex splits are sent via TCP, a visually accurate model can be reconstructed. The visual quality for the FEC transmission scheme is similar because the same number of packets will be unprotected from packet loss.
Wireless: performance
In this experiment, we evaluated the performance as measured in the time to transmit the Buddha model over a wireless network. The same parameters were used in this experiment as in the previous section. Figure 22 shows the transmission time for the hybrid transmission scheme when 0, 12.5, 25, 50, and 100% of the vertex splits are sent via TCP. If the loss rate is below 2% of packets, then TCP outperforms the hybrid transmission scheme because it uses all the available bandwidth on Fig. 22 . Average time of wireless transmission of the Buddha model vs. the set packet loss rate for the hybrid transmission scheme. The UDP send rate was 10.098 Mbps the wireless network. As loss increases, TCP takes increasingly longer to transmit the model, and using UDP to transmit some of the vertex splits can reduce the transmission time.
The results for the FEC scheme appear in Fig. 23 . As the packet loss rate increases, more protection is needed for each packet, which increases the time required to receive the model.
Conclusions and future work
This paper assessed two methods for handling the transfer of 3D geometry across wide area and wireless networks. Hybrid and FEC mechanisms can improve transmission performance when transmitting geometry over lossy channels. This improvement in performance comes at the cost of lost packets. The progressive mesh representation allowed us to minimize We presented results from experiments that compare and contrast using TCP, a hybrid transmission scheme, and an FEC transmission scheme to transmit 3D geometry. We found that reducing the amount of data transmitted by TCP can significantly reduce transmission time and variability. Using FEC requires significantly more overhead than TCP to transmit the mesh in the worst case, where we encode the entire mesh. Protecting only a portion of the mesh with FEC transmission reduces the overheads so that the bandwidth used is similar to that used with TCP. A concern is that using UDP eliminates congestion control. We found that TCP behaved poorly even when congestion control was disabled. We also investigated whether the technique was generally applicable and found similar results when used with different models and in different network situations. In future work, we will look into deploying the UDP transmission with support for the Datagram Congestion Control Protocol.
The FEC and hybrid transmission schemes presented use the progressive mesh scheme and do not optimize for the packet grouping that occurs when transmitting using TCP or UDP. As a result, the schemes presented here do not provide the optimal least number of vertex splits discarded due to a loss of a packet.
Another limitation of these schemes is the requirement that the application select the transmission speed. This requires hand tuning for different environments. The hand tuning should select an appropriate UDP send rate relative to the available bandwidth. Future work will look at ways to determine the proper UDP send rate.
There remain several open questions and challenges for future work. One potential problem of the hybrid and FEC transmission schemes is that UDP is used to transfer a portion of the geometric model. By using UDP, one forfeits the congestion control provided by TCP. Extending the hybrid and FEC transmission mechanisms to handle congestion would be a valuable enhancement. The work in this paper does not attempt to determine whether the cause of packet loss is congestion in a bottleneck network link or between a wireless device and a wireless access point. An additional modification of the algorithm is to incorporate feedback from the receiver to conditionally resend packets that will force the algorithm to discard future packets that will be sent or, even alternatively, avoid sending these packets that will be discarded anyway.
